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Chapter 8-11 Study Guide  

STAPLE VOCABULARY TO STUDY GUIDE  

Directions: define the following words using 1 or 2 words to help you remember the definition.   

1.  Mosque (R68)- 

2. Caliph (R46)- 

3. Allah (R41)- 

4. Muhammad (pg. 272)-  

5. Hajj (R58)-  

6. House of Wisdom (R60)- 

7. Calligraphy (R46)- 

8. Justinian (pg.349)-  

9. Justinian Code (R62)- 

10. Patriarch (R72)- 

11. Excommunication (R54)-  

12. Vladimir (pg.359) 

13. Czar (R51)- 

14. Slavs (R81)- 

 

Directions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences using your book, notes, and guided reading.  

15. What is the largest desert in Africa? (Notes #1)  

 

16. What goods would the Aksum civilization trade? (Notes #1)  

 

17.  What region makes up Mesoamerica? (Notes #1)  

 

18. What is the Olmec civilization known for? (Notes #1)  

 

19. What 4 things are the Zapotec known for creating? (Notes #1) 

 

20. Where is the Muslim world located? (Notes #2) 



 

21. What values became part of Islamic life? (Notes #2)  

 

22. What was Arabia connected to by the 600’s? (Notes#2) 

 

23. Who is the prophet of the Muslim religion? (Notes #2)  

 

24. Who called on Muhammad to be the messenger of Allah? (Notes #2)  

 

25. What does the term Islam mean? (Notes #2)  

 

26. What does the term Muslim mean? (Notes #2) 

 

27. How many Gods do Muslim’s believe in? (Notes #2) 

 

28. What is God called in the Muslim religion? (Notes #2) 

 

29. What is the main teaching of the Muslim religion? (Notes #2)  

 

30. What is the Qur’an? (Notes #2)  

 

31. Why is the pilgrimage to Mecca so important to the Muslim religion? (opinion) 

 

32. What is the name of the ancient shrine Muslims worship in Mecca? (Notes #2)  

 

33. How many pillars of Islam are there? (Notes #2) 

 

34. What does the pillar of faith consist of? (Notes #2) 

 

35. What does the pillar of prayer consist of? (Notes #2) 

 

36. What does the pillar of alms consist of? (Notes #2) 



 

37. What does the pillar of fasting consist of? (Notes #2) 

 

38. What does the pillar of pilgrimage consist of? (Notes #2)  

 

39. Who did Muslims elect as their first caliph after Muhammad’s death? (Notes #2) 

 

40.  Why was there a religious divide after Muhammad’s death? (Notes #2) 

 

41. What did the Sunni believe? (Notes #2) 

 

42. What did the Shi’a believe? (Notes #2)  

 

43. Who held absolute power of the Byzantine Empire by 527? (Notes #3) 

 

44. What did the Justinian Code determine for the Justinian Empire? (Notes #3) 

 

45. What happened to the Byzantine Empire when Justinian died in 565? (Notes #3)  

 

46. How did the Plague effect the Byzantine Empire? (Notes #3) 

 

47. After the fall of the Byzantine Empire what two religions were divided? (Notes #3)  

 

48. What role did Vladimir play in brining Christianity to Kiev?  (pg. 308) 

 

48. What contributions did Yaroslav the Wise make to Kievian Russia? (pg. 308) 

 

49. How did Moscow’s princes overcome the Mongols? (pg. 310) 

 

50. What was the purpose of the First Crusade in 1095? (pg. 316)  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


